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Ьጓ ઢᐚ
පଷ൩ाٰΑ! ᏢғჹܭපଷᕴࢂкᅈΑფགྷޑයࡑǶฅԶᏢғऩӧපଷය໔ቲ
ΑፐǴӧཥᏢԃ໒ۈਔǴ߾рȸsummer learning lossȹ݀ࡕޑǴձࢂᇟЎፐޑ
ॹଏԿϿΟډϖঁДǶՠᏢғऩૈӧපଷВႣ੮λࢤਔ໔ٰግಞǴᏢғޑፐόՠ
όॹଏǴϸԶૈගܹ׳ډଯޑቫԛȐPaechter et al.2015ȑǶӢԜϐࡺǴऍࢪᇟ،ࣁۓᏢғ
ጓቪӝЯᏢғሡޑපଷբǶ
࡛ኬωࢂӝЯᏢғሡޑපଷբ ?ګޣᇡࣁၲډаΠ൳ᗺ; 1. ڀԖ֎ЇᏢғ
բޑჴ፦ҞǶ2. ԖཥᗲགǴᆶৎբ ( homework ) ᄊόӕǶ3. ຠ߈ғࢲǴᔈҗፐ
ጄൎࡋۯ՜ǴᡣᏢғளԖࡷᏯ܄Ƕ4. ϩࢤໆϿǴᡣᏢғ੮Ԗεໆਔ໔Ҷ໕ވୖ܈
уපයࢲǶ5. ගٮᇶշπکڀྗเਢǴᡣᏢғϮ൨ڐշ൩ૈֹԋբǶၸኧД
ޑոΚǴϞςֹԋΑऍࢪᇟಃϖнǵಃϤнکಃΎнපଷբޑጓቪǴ٠ஒ ܭ2016 ԃ
5 ДрހǶ
нբаፐࣁൂՏǴፐ 12 ।ǴፐբϩѤϩǴႣीᏢғёаӧ 1.5 λਔԿ
2.5 λਔϐϣֹԋǶ
.ġ SAT ᚒࠠϩ ; ᠋Κ(10 ᚒ) ǵᇟ(ݤ18 ᚒ) ǵ᎙᠐(10 ᚒ)Ƕග ٮCD ТᒵॣϷ
ྗเਢǶ
ऍࢪᇟᙦޑፐЎǵࡺ٣ϣϷᇟݤᗺǴၮҔ ܭSAT ᠋ޑΚǵᇟݤϷ᎙᠐ᚒࠠϐ
ύǶᡣᏢғӧ SAT ύЎෳᡍግಞਔǴӕਔֹӦፄಞΑҁнޑፐǶࣁΑႴᓰᏢғό
٩ᒘॣ܈ॣݙǴ עॺךSAT ύЎෳᡍᇟݤϩॣݙޑ/ॣϩ౽ډᆛഢၩǶ
Β.ġ A P ᚒࠠϩ; email ӣ(ڄ1 ᚒ)ǵ࣮Ѥ൯კቪࡺ٣(1 ᚒ) ǵαᇟЎϯϟಏ(1 ᚒ)Ƕ
ග ٮCD ТᒵॣǶ
೭ࢂ AP ቪբکαᇟϩޑᚒࠠǴቪբԵ၂ਔҔύЎѺӷӣเǴαᇟԵ၂߾ሡाᒵ
ॣǶAP ෳᡍ کSAT ෳᡍԖ᠋ΚϷ᎙᠐ϩǴ೭္൩όӆख़ፄǶ
Ο.ġ ԋᇟ/தҔຒᇟϩ; ԋᇟᒧ༤к(6-7 ᚒ)Ƕග ٮCD ТᒵॣϷྗเਢǶ
ԋᇟ/தҔຒᇟقᙁཀၝǴࢂВதғࢲύޑதҔᇟǶԋᇟ/தҔຒᇟനԖਏޑᏢಞБݤ
൩ࢂᆶፐЎ่ӝǴᏢଆٰԖ٣ъф७ޑਏ݀ǶᚒٰԾҁнፐЎ/ࡺ٣ǴᏢғᒧޑ
ԋᇟ༤ΕѡηύǶऍࢪᇟႴᓰԴৣӧፐߡ௲ԋᇟ/தҔຒᇟǴፄಞਔૈ׳уుӑ
ຝǶ
Ѥ.ġ ғӷຒϩ; ғӷຒግಞᗨฅࢂ୷ҁфǴՠපයբόҔכቪǴѝሡΑှमЎཀ
ࡘࡕǴቪрύЎӷຒǶ
පଷբֹޑԋԖᒘৎߏޑᜢЈکႴᓰǶբԖុ܄ǴനӳϩԋٿϺډѤϺϩ
ࢤֹԋፐǴϪϮᑈᓸǶපଷࢂуமᏢғᇟЎޑૈמന٫ਔᐒǴॺךයࣰ೭ҁբૈᔅշ
ᏢғԭЁंᓐǴ׳Ƕ
ቪ ܭ2016-4-5 уԀᐈᑜ
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MZ Chinese Textbook Review
and
SAT & AP Test Preparation
(SAT & AP ≈ᏖKỺᡔ)
Level 7
ỉġᢐᙘῐġ
ᥪ᛭ᓴሦཇĢġ ᾘ၉Ჯዣᥪ᛭KᐸཇᲚᚉፇᥰᐇǄᦻწᾘ၉ᓟႝᥪ᛭ᥰᚌḨ
ཇἆᬦˈႝᬛᾘႹ᪈ቾᗊˈᎴᬤ᠒ȸsummer learning lossȹፇᐋዶˈᘓᄧᐸᶕ࿄ἆᬦፇ
ᔯᛅჵྵཕሿྌᔷ࿊Ǆᄖᾘ၉ᓟᙾႝᥪ᛭ᆸ࿈᱙ᘤཁཱᑚᗊሦểᡔˈᾘ၉ፇἆᬦྂᄖᬤ
ྂᔯᛅˈྮწᙾᥒዯሿᆩᛥፇḡბළPaechter et al.2015ෆǄ႘გ྆ᐰˈᓃᑠᨤᶕᇂᑷᾘ၉
ỉḠཁᕰ႓ᾘ၉ᷗᆹፇᥪ᛭ᄘᬦǄġ
ᐑṢཿᐸ႓ᾘ၉ᷗᆹፇᥪ᛭ᄘᬦቡ?ġ᧳ፙᶗᑷ᪠ᰨሿབᤩ↰Ļġ1. ሶᅄᾘ၉ᛰᄘ
ᬦፇᲪἜၔṧǄ2. ᬛ↨ˈᵬᖄᖛᄘᬦġ ĩġ homework Īġ ᆄ᳀ྂႋǄ3. ᩖ၉ᑨˈ₾၍ἆ
ᬦẺᤄἴᐁእᄒˈ␙ᾘ၉⌰ᝩᐭᾥኺǄ4. ྟᑚ᩼ྵˈ␙ᾘ၉ᘤཫ᩼ᗊၬጾṭኾᜌ
ᥪᥰᑨᜅǄ5. ᥒሤᶬᄭྲྀሶṧ᧶ᗘˈ␙ᾘ၉ྤ᪠ᤞᆹቆᄭᙾᅯჁᄘᬦǄᮬᰮṝ࿊
ፇᄮཐˈྔླྀᅯჁཇᓃᑠᨤᶕᠹྌǃᠹྚᠹངᥪ᛭ᄘᬦፇỉḠˈሖᝈዣ 2016 Ⴙ
5 ࿊ጶǄ
ᆸᄘᬦἆᑷᄅˈᆸἆ 12 ᔚˈᆸἆᄘᬦྟယᢳྟˈ᱙ᓶᾘ၉ဇႝ 1.5 ཱᗊჵ
2.5 ཱᗊ྆ྙᅯჁǄ
.ġ SAT ≈ᏖᢳྟĻġ ⏁ཐĩ10 ≈Īġǃᶕጚĩ18 ≈Īġǃ⏆ĩ10 ≈ĪǄᥒሤ CD ࿘ᔙྭṧġ
ġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġ᧶ᗘǄ
ᓃᑠᨤᶕ∜ᤚፇἆ࿄ǃᐰሙྙᖈྭᶕጚ↰ˈᰤ၊ዣ SAT ፇ⏁ཐǃᶕጚྭ⏆≈Ꮦ྆
ྃǄ␙ᾘ၉ႝᛰ SATġ ྃ࿄ᦩ␃ểᡔᗊˈႋᗊᅯᾴႜỺᡔཇ့ፇἆᬦǄᑷཇᱪ₦ᾘ၉ྂ
ሟ⁎ጏᔙኾᐡᔙˈᆐᔰᆘ SATġྃ࿄ᦩ␃ᶕጚᢳྟፇጏᔙİᐡᔙᢳྟᠳሿᵑམᣘᰟǄ
Β.ġ A P ≈ᏖᢳྟĻġ email ႙ሺĩ1 ≈ĪǃᒤယᤥḠᐰሙĩ1 ≈Ī ඪཧᶕ࿄ྥྕᡅĩ1 ≈ĪǄ
ᥒሤ CD ࿘ᔙǄ
ᢣᐸ AP Ḡᄘཧᶕᢳྟፇ≈ᏖˈḠᄘძᗊ᪠၊ྃ࿄ူႭ႙᧶ˈཧᶕძᎴᷗᓴ
ᔙǄAP ᦩ␃ SAT ᦩ␃ᢵ⏁ཐྭ⏆ᢳྟˈᢣᯯྂၼᔏỺǄ
Ο.ġ Ⴡᶕİ၊ᩈᶕᢳྟĻġ Ⴡᶕ⁝ᾭĩ6-7 ≈ĪǄᥒሤ CD ࿘ᔙྭṧ᧶ᗘǄ
Ⴡᶕİ၊ᩈᶕᇸ⇷ᰓˈᐸ࿈၉ᑨྃፇ၊ᶕǄჁᶕİ၊ᩈᶕᣞᗅፇᾘᡔ࿇
ጚᐸᵬἆ࿄᧾႓ˈᾘᚼሦሙကᔣፇᗅዶǄ≈ᆭሦჴ့ἆ࿄İᐰሙˈᾘ၉⁝ᾭἴ᭳
ፇჁᶕཋဗྃǄᓃᑠᨤᶕᱪ₦ცᖙႝἆᜮམ᎗ឨჁᶕİ၊ᩈᶕˈỺᡔᗊᆩᙾ៷
ႇᩓǄ
Ѥ.ġ ғӷຒϩĻġ ၉Ⴍᩈểᡔ↞ᦻᐸᜭ့ˈᄖᥪᥰᄘᬦྂ၊ᆑḠˈဓᷗཇᓤ࿄ġ
ġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġᐎᐋˈḠྃ࿄ႭᩈǄ
ġᥪ᛭ᄘᬦፇᅯჁ⁎ᖄᎅፇ⋘྾ᱪ₦Ǆᛰᄘᬦ᪠ᐣ⍱ኺˈᣞႩྟჁስྰሿယྰྟ
ᑚᅯჁཁἆˈྠྤ῾₮Ǆᥪ᛭ᐸᝤᾘ၉ᶕ࿄ᆔᙾፇᣞሡᗊῈˈᆐᔰᥰᒦᢣ့ᄘᬦᙾ₻ᄭ
ᾘ၉უྷᒸ₆ˈᆩᩴཁᆷǄġġ
Ḡዣ 2016-4-5 Ⴖι‒ġ
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INTRODUCTION

Summer vacation is just around the corner! Students can’t wait for a relaxing summer break full of
fun, enjoyment, and new experiences. However, an nonacademic summer can cause students to
digress two to three months in their academic skills. Thirty minutes set aside daily can help students
close learning gaps and perform at higher levels during the upcoming school year. Summer is an
ideal time for students of all ages to strengthen their academic skills while still having plenty of time
left over for summer activities.
Designed with this in mind, our homework series offers the following features:
 Homework assignments that have students pursue meaningful objectives. We have
designed the assignments to follow the format of questions commonly tested on
Advanced Placement and SAT exams. This series therefore serves the dual purpose
of providing enrichment and providing standardized exam preparation. Students will
be able to gauge, track, and improve their performance using similar standards that
universities employ to assess applicant competency.
 Content design that keeps the student engaged by offering a sense of variety.
 Course material that expands the scope of learning by building on real-life
applications, thus challenging the student in interesting and appropriate ways.
 Study plans with a piecemeal structure that enables students to schedule homework
assignments around their busy summer activities.
 Homework books with answer keys that serve as a training tool while providing
valuable feedback and reinforcing student learning.
Each lesson itself is a homework unit consisting of four parts. Students should be able to complete
each lesson within 1.5 to 2.5 hours.
PART I. SAT-Type Questions: Listening (10 questions), Grammar (18 questions), and Reading (10
questions). Answer Key and a CD-ROM with the transcript recording are included.
MZ Chinese’s rich content of texts and stories, as well as grammar points, are well integrated into
the practice questions in PART I. This integration enables students to thoroughly review the
textbook lessons. In order to reduce the student’s dependence on Phonetics and Pinyin for the
Grammar section, these resources are accessible only on the MZ websites.
PART II. AP-Type Questions: Email response (1 question), Story Narration (1 question), and
Culture Presentation (1 question). A CD-ROM with the transcript recording is included.
These are AP Type Writing and Speaking questions. Test takers are required in Chinese to type their
email responses and record their culture presentations. Further details on the instruction for AP
Listening and Reading are not given here, since the SAT test has similar question types.
PART III. Idioms/Frequently used phrases: Cloze (6-7 questions). Answer Key and a CD-ROM
with the transcript recording are included. Idioms and phrases are based on content from the texts
and stories in the textbook. Students are asked to fill in the blanks with proper idioms or phrases.
PART IV. New Characters and Words: Summer homework does not require students to copy new
characters and words from the textbook. Students only need to translate vocabulary phrases from
English into Chinese.
Parental care and encouragement play an important role in ensuring that students consistently finish
their homework assignments. We recommend that students split each lesson’s homework into two to
four sections so as not to feel overwhelmed. We sincerely hope that this book will help students
continue to make great progress in their learning of the Chinese language.
Theresa Chao
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ϙሶࢂ SAT @
SAT ࢂऍ୯εᏢہ ( College Board ) ۓයᖐᒤޑεᏢΕᏢၗԵ၂ǴԵ၂ޑԋᕮ
ࢂኧί܌εᏢᒵڗཥғޑख़ाຑ᠘ǶҺՖᏢғ֡ёୖу SAT ޑӚԵ၂ԶЪؒԖԃស܈
ԛኧޑज़ڋǶᏢғёаԵ ډ12 ԃભǴฅࡕ עSAT ޑԋᕮගҬ๏܌ҙፎޑεᏢǶ
SAT ෳᡍϩࣁ SAT ෳᡍȐSAT Reasoning Testȑ کSAT ᏢࣽෳᡍȐSAT Subject
Testȑ
ǶSAT ύЎෳᡍࢂ SAT ᏢࣽෳᡍϐǶύЎෳᡍޑԵ၂Вයࢂӧԃ 11 Дҽޑಃ
ঁࢃයϤǶ SAT ύЎෳᡍࣁλਔǶ
SAT ύЎෳᡍӅ 85 ၰᒧᚒǴ၂ᚒϩΟҽǺ᠋ΚȐ30 ᚒȑ
ǵᇟݤȐ25 ᚒȑǵ᎙᠐
Ȑ30 ᚒȑǶ᠋ΚϩǺࢂҔᒵॣኞрǴаෳᡍԵғ᠋ᔉύЎૈޑΚǶ ᇟݤϩǺࢂҔᙁอ
ޑᇟѡٰෳᡍԵғޑЎݤϷຒ༼ำࡋǴхࡴຒǵೱௗຒǵໆຒǵຒǵୋຒ҅ޑዴ٬ҔǶ
ᚒϩձҔᕷᡏӷǵᙁᡏӷǵᅇᇟॣϷॣݙ಄ဦӈрǴᏢғѝሡځύᅿ൩ૈբเǶ
᎙᠐ϩǺᚒҞаჴၗևǶٯӵǺܕจǵਔ߄څǵթǵϺႣෳǵൂǵВǵ
ߡచǵਜߞǵཥᆪൔᏤǴࣣᆶ१ǵՊǵՐǵՉǵুВதғࢲϷύ୯ЎϯԖᜢǶ
SAT ύЎෳᡍޑᜤܰำࡋࣁऍ୯ଯύᏢғவ႟ำࡋ໒ۈᏢύЎǴᏢΑΒԿѤԃޑำࡋǶ
ऩаऍࢪᇟፐҁࣁٯǴ࣬ܭᏢֹಃΎнԿಃΐнϐ໔Ƕ

ϙሶࢂ AP @
AP (Advanced Placement) ࢂଯύፐำύޑεᏢӃঅፐำǶᏢғҙፎεᏢਔ܌ගҬޑ
AP ፐำϷෳᡍԋᕮࣁӭεᏢ܌ख़ຎǴ90%Ѱѓޑऍ୯ǵу৾εεᏢǴаϷ 20 ঁѰѓځ
Ѭ୯ৎޑεᏢ܍ᇡѬޑᏢϩǶAP ύЎෳᡍࢂεᏢ٣ԖΟΜӭߐ ޑAP Ꮲࣽෳᡍ
ϐǶҺՖଯύғคፕࢂցঅၸ AP ύЎፐำ֡ёൔԵǶԵ၂Вයࢂӧԃ 5 Дҽٿޑ
ঁࢃයǴԵ၂ਔ໔ࣁ 2 λਔ 15 ϩដǶ
AP ύЎෳᡍϩࣁٿϩǴಃϩࣁ᠋Κک᎙᠐ǴಃΒϩࣁαᇟکቪբǶ᠋ǵ᠐
ϩࢂӭᒧᚒǴቪբϩࢂӧΟΜϩដϣቪጇ࣮კ௶ॊࡺ٣ǵጇႝηແҹӣᙟǶ
αᇟϩхࡴኳᔕჹ၉کЎϯϟಏǶAP ύЎԵ၂ޑϣόՠाԵਡύ୯ЎϯޕǴԶЪ
ෳᡍᏢғॺӧВதғࢲύᇟྎق೯کЎϯޕၮҔૈޑΚǶЎϯޕхࡴǺВǵऍ१ǵ
ਓၯǵᐕўǵӦǵЎᏢǵণᏢǵࣽᏢǵ᛬ೌǵ॥߫ಞᄍǶ
AP ύЎԵ၂ӄ௦ҔႝတՉǴᙁᡏӷǵᕷᡏӷ၂ᚒᡉҢӧӕࡀჿǴᏢғ
ёаӧॣݙ಄ဦکᅇᇟॣύҺᒧᅿᒡΕБԄǶ
AP ύЎෳᡍޑᜤܰำࡋࣁऍ୯εᏢғவ႟ำࡋ໒ۈᏢύЎǴᏢֹΒᏢԃޑำࡋǶऩ
аऍࢪᇟፐҁࣁٯǴ࣬ܭᏢֹಃΖнԿಃΜнϐ໔Ƕ
Ԗᜢ SAT Ϸ AP ޑ၁ಒၗፎᆛ:
https://collegereadiness.collegeboard.org/sat-subject-tests
https://apstudent.collegeboard.org
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ྏᷬᐸ SAT ŀ
SAT ᐸᓃᜥཫᾘቷᕟᬤ ( College Board ) ᥰⅆ⁚ፇཫᾘཋᾘᰍᗧძˈძፇჁℤ
ᐸṝཥዂཫᾘቍᬛ၉ፇᔏᓴᩇ⏎Ǆၰᄌᾘ၉ᅗဇᜌ SAT ፇ႐ძწᇈႹ⍕ኾ
ბṝፇᔑቁǄᾘ၉ဇძሿ 12 Ⴙᙣˈᦻᐋᆘ SAT ፇჁℤᥒၢᨅዂ၏ἄፇཫᾘǄ
SAT ᦩ␃ྟᑷ SAT ម᠑ᦩ␃ȐSAT Reasoning Testȑ SAT ᾘᒳᦩ␃ȐSAT Subject
Testȑ
ǄSAT ྃ࿄ᦩ␃ᐸ SAT ᾘᒳᦩ␃྆ཁǄྃ࿄ᦩ␃ፇძ࿈ᥰᐸႝᆸႹ 11 ࿊ၳፇᠹཁ
ᔷᐹᥰྚǄ SAT ྃ࿄ᦩ␃ᑷཁཱᗊǄ
SAT ྃ࿄ᦩ␃ཁၻ 85 ᰦ⁝ᾭ≈ˈ≈ྟཕᢳၳ:ġ ⏁ཐȐ30 ≈ȑ
ǃᶕጚȐ25 ≈ȑ
ǃ⏆
Ȑ30 ≈ȑ
Ǆ⏁ཐᢳྟ: ᐸ၊ᔙṔˈᦩ␃ძ၉⏁₿ྃ࿄ፇᙾཐǄġᶕጚᢳྟ: ᐸ၊⇷᧣ፇ
ᶕဗሦᦩ␃ძ၉ፇ࿄ጚྭᩈ᧩ᐁˈᐪᨶᩈǃᢧឍᩈǃ᩼ᩈǃᜅᩈǃᜁᩈፇျẪሢ၊Ǆ
ᆸཁ≈ྟᄧ၊ℭ␅Ⴍǃ⇷␅Ⴍǃᶕᐡᔙྭጏᔙᠺᯜၾˈᾘ၉ဓᷗᬤሷྃཁᴵᙾᄘ᧶Ǆ
⏆ᢳྟ: ≈ၔᘵᲪᰍᗇᄽ᠒ǄሥႫ: ዋᦾǃᗊሻ፺ǃᄟᅁǃྰᗱ᱙ᦩǃᨲǃ࿈ᚬǃ᎗
័ǃᗒ᎔ǃᬛᵠᤊᾚ᧱᧱ˈᒙᵬᔝǃᄀǃᄆǃჿǃᕷṭ᧱࿈၉ᑨྭྃᜥ࿄ྥ⋘Ǆ
SAT ྃ࿄ᦩ␃ፇ⋚ዦ᧩ᐁᑷᓃᜥᛥྃᾘ၉ᝫ᱕᧩ᐁ᪈ቾᾘྃ࿄ˈᾘཇჵယႹፇ᧩ᐁǄġ
ᓟᓃᑠᨤᶕἆ့ᑷሥˈᒢ᭳ዣᾘᅯᠹངჵᠹཆ྆Ǆġ

ྏᷬᐸ AP ŀ
AP (Advanced Placement) ᐸᛥྃἆ᧩ྃፇཫᾘၹᔻἆ᧩Ǆᾘ၉၏ἄཫᾘᗊዂᥒၢፇ
AP ἆ᧩ྭᦩ␃ჁℤᑷᢐႣཫᾘዂᔏᩄˈ90%ဦဉፇᓃᜥǃᖴཫཫᾘˈྭ 20 ᔷဦဉሷ
ဢᜥᖄፇཫᾘᢵዃᶗဢፇᾘྟǄAP ྃ࿄ᦩ␃ᐸཫᾘ᠑ሙᬤ᠒ཕདྷႣᎆፇ AP ᾘᒳᦩ␃
྆ཁǄၰᄌᛥྃ၉ᦺἋᐸᄷᔻᰮ AP ྃ࿄ἆ᧩ᅗဇᤊძǄძ࿈ᥰᐸႝᆸႹ 5 ࿊ၳፇᎱስ
ᔷᐹᥰˈძᗊᑷ 2 ཱᗊ 15 ྟ⍀Ǆ
AP ྃ࿄ᦩ␃ྟᑷስᢳྟˈᠹཁᢳྟᑷ⏁ཐ⏆ˈᠹᢳྟᑷཧᶕḠᄘǄ⏁ǃ⏆
ᢳྟᐸႣ⁝ᾭ≈ˈḠᄘᢳྟᐸႝཕདྷྟ⍀ྙḠཁẽᒤឬᔀᐰሙǃཁẽ᱓᩷ၯ႙∕Ǆ
ཧᶕᢳྟᐪṩᲯ᯿࿄ྥྕᡅǄAP ྃ࿄ძፇྙᖈྂᄖᓴძᗗྃᜥ࿄ྥፋ⊳ˈწ
ᦩ␃ᾘ၉ᔰႝ࿈၉ᑨྃᶕᇸ᭄ᢥ࿄ྥፋ⊳ᰤ၊ፇᙾཐǄ࿄ྥፋ⊳ᐪ: ᮥ࿈ǃᓃᔝǃġ
ᗉᦔǃΉနǃႜ᠑ǃ࿄ᾘǃᕙᾘǃᒳᾘǃ⊢ᢂǃᔛᎡᡔ᳃᧱᧱Ǆ
AP ྃ࿄ძၺᢳវ၊᱓ᯆᩴჿˈ⇷␅Ⴍǃℭ␅Ⴍ≈ᢵᬤ⏿ၘႝႋཁᲵམˈᾘ၉
ဇႝጏᔙᠺᯜᶕᐡᔙྃၰ⁝ཁᴵ⁗ཋ࿇ႺǄġ
AP ྃ࿄ᦩ␃ፇ⋚ዦ᧩ᐁᑷᓃᜥཫᾘ၉ᝫ᱕᧩ᐁ᪈ቾᾘྃ࿄ˈᾘᅯᾘႹፇ᧩ᐁǄᓟ
ᓃᑠᨤᶕἆ့ᑷሥˈᒢ᭳ዣᾘᅯᠹཌჵᠹདྷ྆Ǆġ
⋘ SAT Ϸ AP ፇᡈᰍᗇἄམᵑ:
https://collegereadiness.collegeboard.org/sat-subject-tests
https://apstudent.collegeboard.org
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ऍࢪᇟಃΎнಃፐ

ᓃᑠᨤᶕᠹངᠹཁἆġ

!

!

ፐЎ;ёޑ܂ൂ
ࡺ٣;ব္!ব္!

ġ ġ ἆ࿄:ġ ဇኸፇᨲ
ġ ġ ᐰሙ:ġ ᕢᯯĢᕢᯯĢġ

I.

SAT Practice: 1. Listening (10) 2. Usage (18) 3. Reading Comprehension (10)

II.

AP Practice: 1. Writing (E-mail Response) 2. Writing (Story Narration)
3. Speaking (Cultural Presentation)

III. Idioms/Frequently Used Phrases
IV. Vocabulary/Phrase Review

SECTION I

I. SAT Practice
LISTENING Approximate time – 10 minutes

!!

!

PART A

PART B

Directions: In this part of the test, you will
hear some short questions, statements, or
commands, as well as responses, in
Mandarin Chinese. Each question, statement,
or command is followed by three responses,
designated by letters (A), (B), and (C). You
will hear the recording only one time. You
will only hear, but not see, the recording
materials. Therefore, you must listen very
attentively. Select the best response and
circle the answer.
Now listen to the recording.

Directions: You will now hear a series of
short conversations. After each conversation,
you will answer one or more questions about
it. You will hear the conversations only
once. You will only hear, but not see, the
conversation materials. Therefore, you must
listen very attentively. Select and circle your
answer choice to each question. You will
have fifteen seconds to answer each
question.
Now listen to the first conversation.

!

Question 5 !
5. What will the man bring to the potluck?

Circle the answer.
Questions 1-4
1.

(A)

(B)

(C)

2.

(A)

(B)

(C)

3.

(A)

(B)

(C)

4.

(A)

(B)

(C)

版權所有 翻印必究

(A) Red bean soup and fruit
(B) Sweet and sour pork and fried
fish fillets
(C) Red bean soup and fried fish
fillets
Question 6
6.

-8-

Which of the following statements is
true?
(A) Lily invited the man to eat dinner
with her on Sunday.
(B) The man invited Lily to eat dinner
on Saturday.
(C) Lily will bring a homemade
meal.
版權所有 翻印必究

CHINESE TEST WITH LISTENING — Continued
9.

Question 7!
7.

What type of writing utensil do people

(A) Seven dollars

use to write spring couplets?
(A) Ballpoint pen

(B) Ten dollars
(C) Seventeen dollars

(B) Chinese brush
(C) Marker

10. Which means of transportation is NOT
mentioned in the conversation?

Questions 8-10
8.

How much does it cost to buy a ticket
online for the night market?

(A) Bus

Which cultures are represented by the

(B) Train

local flavor snacks in the night market?
(A) Korea and France

(C) Taxi
!

(B) Japan and Mexico
(C) China and Thailand
! ! !

SECTION II

USAGE

Suggested time – 20 minutes/Questions 11-28!
Directions: This section consists of a number of incomplete sentences. Each sentence has three
answer choices. Select one word or phrase to fill in the blank to make the sentence complete both
structurally and logically.
The questions are presented in four different ways: traditional characters, simplified characters, pinyin
romanization and the Chinese phonetic alphabet (bopomofo). Zhuyin and pinyin of each question are
posted on the Meizhou Chinese website. You can also listen to the questions on your CD.
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11. ޑۄۄ```ࡐӳӞǶ!

11.!ቺቺᛰፇᨲŠŠŠᐆႩ႔Ǆ!

(A) ӄ!

(A) ၺġ

(B) !

(B) ᢵġ

(C) ѝ!

(C) ဓġ

12.!༰༰ϺεԐ````ଆٰԐǶ!

12.!ᆸྰཁཫŠŠŠŠᚼሦᛰ᪣Ǆġ

(A) ൩!
(B) ω!

(A) ġ
(B) ཿġ

(C) ҅!

(C) ျġ

13.!`````ךѪѪࣆޑᙵរ൩ࢬαНǶ!

13.!ᆐŠŠŠŠŠဠဠᛰፇᑼ∫⍐ᑢཧ࿓Ǆġ

(A) གྷள!ډ
(B) གྷό!ډ

(A) ᝩሿġ
(B) ྂሿġ

(C) གྷ!ډ

(C) ཁሿġ

14.!आᐨФԺរࢂЦޑژژɕɕǶ!

14.!ᒼ῞࿚ჰ⍐ᐸፇชชᨲǄġ

(A) Ћ!

(A) ཁ࿁ġ

(B) !!ע

(B) ཁᆘġġ

(C) ৾Ћ!

(C) ᖴ࿁ġ

15.!ךள೭ዬ````យǶ!

15.!ᆐ⌰ᝩᢣẢᨲŠŠŠŠ⍏Ǆġ

(A) Ԗᗺ!ٽ

(A) ↰ሳġ

(B) זᗺ!ٽ

(B) ᆌ↰ሳġ

(C) !ٽ

(C) ཁᬤሳġ

16.!೭```λӞ۫ࡐԖӜǴϺ࠼ᅈǶ!

16.!ᢣŠŠŠཱ႔ኡᐆ႒ĭġ ᆸྰᢵᏲǄġ

(A) !܌

(A) ዂġ

(B) ৎ!

(B) ᖄġ

(C) Ѡ!

(C) ဖġ
!

!

!
!

!

!

!
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17.!୍ܺ`````ൂ৾๏ॺךᗺǶ!

17.!ደᜃᕟŠŠŠŠŠᨲᖴᨅᆐᔰ↰ᨲǄġ

(A) ࣁ!
(B) ๏!

(A) ᑷġ
(B) ᨅġ

(C) !ע

(C) ᆘġ

18.!ЦӃғԛӞૌلᆭǴӞள

18.!ၹ၉ᆸბ႔ᚂᇺᵣˈᢵ႔ᝩ

``````````Ƕ!

ŠŠŠŠŠŠŠŠŠŠǄġ

(A) ࢭࢭԖ!ښ

(A) ᑣᑣቐġ

(B) ऍښёα!
(C) ३ښኔሷ!

(B) ᓃቐဇཧġ
(C) ᔟቐṊᷭġ

19.!ϞϺݿݿϦљٰΑ```ཥӕ٣Ƕ!

19.!ྔྰጵጵྜဏሦཇཁŠŠŠᬛႋሙǄġ

(A) !
(B) ҹ!

(A) ᝣġ
(B) ၯġ

(C) Տ!

(C) ᄅġ

20.!খΠΑεߘǴӴ````ᓐ````ဌ!

20.!ᕌབཇཁᤇཫᎎˈႪŠŠŠŠ₆ŠŠŠŠᯂġ

రᔸΑǶ!

ᢵᢅ៦⃮ཇǄġ

(A) ԾǾ۳!

(A) ჴඳኩġ

(B) வǾ!ډ
(C) ӃǾӆ!

(B) ᝫඳሿġ
(C) ၹඳၼġ

21.!ϺԐ݅ਠߏ`````ಃঁ!ډ

21.!ᆸྰམዻᗖᎅŠŠŠŠŠᠹཁᔷሿġ

ᏢਠǶ!

ᾘᗖǄġ

(A) ᕴࢂ!

(A) Kᐸġ

(B) Ԗਔ!

(B) ᗊġ

(C) ଽᅟ!

(C) ᛳᴕġ ġ

22. գ࣮"!λކӧ````ॺךའ׀ЃǶ!

22. ᄙᒤĢġ ཱጼႝŠŠŠŠᆐᔰᬖᅶྐྵǄġ

(A) ۳!

(A) ኩġ

(B) ӛ!

(B) ႑ġ

(C) Ծ!

(C) ჴġ

!
!
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23.!дډӧᗋٰؒǴ!`````ࢂבΑǶ!

23.!ሿ᠒ႝↁᇈሦĭġŠŠŠŠŠᐸᆇᚬཇǄġ

(A) ёૈ!
(B) ૈ!

(A) ဇᙾġ
(B) ᙾᜲġ

(C) ёа

(C) ဇġ

24.!ύύوၡόλЈናډձΓǴ!`````!

24.!ྃྃᇾᰗཱྂ྾ṉሿᄧཉĭġŠŠŠŠŠġ

!!!!ᇥჹόଆǶ!

ġ ġ ġ ġ ᶛᲯྂᚼǄġ

(A) ම!!

(A) ᮬġ

(B) খω!
(C) ೱԆ

(B) ᕌཿġ
(C) ᢧႼ
25.!ᔰስᔷཉᑷྏᷬŠŠŠᩨဆཇŀġ

25.!дॺঁٿΓࣁϙሶ```າрѐΑ@!
(A) ᅌᅌ!
(B) ۹ฅ!

(A) ᴂᴂġ
(B) ኯᦻġ

(C) ଽฅ!

(C) ᛳᦻġ

26.!όᆅдɕɕᇥǴλमόޭᏢෞݚǶ!

26.!ྂᴻชชᶛĭġ ཱᓤᢵྂ፣ᾘᦔጐǄġ

(A) ϙሶ!

(A) ྏᷬġ

(B) ࡛ሶ!

(B) ᐑᷬġ

(C) ೭ሶ!

(C) ᢣᷬġ

27.!```````գԖޜǴॺך൩ଆѐຉǶ!

27.!ŠŠŠŠŠŠŠᄙፒĭġ ᆐᔰཁᚼဆᢱᨿǄġ

(A) ՠࢂ!

(A) ᄖᐸġ

(B) ᗨฅ!
(C) ӵ݀!

(B) ↞ᦻġ
(C) Ⴋዶġ

28.!ॺךཚډѠч````````````Ƕ!

28.!ᆐᔰᬐሿဖŠŠŠŠŠŠŠŠŠŠŠŠǄġ

(A) ςזΟԃΑ!
(B) זΟԃΑς!

(A) ླྀᮬᆌཕႹཇġ
(B) ᆌཕႹཇླྀᮬġ

(C) זςΟԃΑ!

(C) ᆌླྀᮬཕႹཇġ

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!
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SECTION III

READING COMPREHENSION

Suggested time – 20 minutes/ Questions 29 – 38

Directions: Read the following texts carefully. Each is followed by one or more questions or
incomplete statements. Circle the best answer according to the text.

Question 29

Question 29

ѤੇلዀԐᓓ۫!

ယᗽᇺṶ₉ኡġ

29. What does this store sell?
(A) Soy milk
(B) Waffles
(C) Tacos

Questions 30-31

Questions 30-31

λऍОᗙ۫
ᔼਔ໔;ຼԿຼϖ
ϱ 11 ᗺԿఁ 9 ᗺ
(ຼϖᔼԿఁ 11 ᗺ)
ຼ҃ϱ 10 ᗺԿఁ 11 ᗺъ
ঁДಃຼຼޑΟϦҶ
ගٮխᆛ୍ܺ

ཱᓃ࿔ኡġ
ᬦᗊ:ġ ᩲཁჵᩲྌġ
མྦྷ 11 ↰ჵិམ 9 ↰
ĩᩲྌᬦჵិམ 11 ↰Ī
ᩲ္མྦྷ 10 ↰ჵិམ 11 ↰က
ᆸᔷ࿊ᠹཁᩲፇᩲཕྜၬġ
ᥒሤᄣᩚམᵑደᜃġ

30. Where would you see this sign?
(A) Internet cafe
(B) Hot Pot restaurant
(C) BBQ restaurant
31. Which of the following statements is INCORRECT?
(A) This establishment is open from 11 AM to midnight on the weekends.
(B) There is free Wi-Fi.
(C) This establishment is closed on the first Wednesday of each month.

版權所有 翻印必究
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Questions 32-33

Questions 32-33

พनݺೈޑբ!ݤ

᧔ᓞጰፇᄘጚġ

१;พन 1 ঁǵᚊೈ 3 ঁǵጳϿǶ

ᔝᆭ: ᧔ᓞ 1 ᔷǃ≀ 3 ᔷǃứྵᢐǄ

ፓښ; ݨ3 εǵᑗǵᡶϿǶ!

Ἁቐᗇ:ጞ 3 ཫᜈǃǃྵᢐǄ!

ᡯ;!

ᆷ␥:

1.พनѐҜǴϪλ༧Ƕ!

1.᧔ᓞဆၒˈྠཱǄ!

2.ஒᚊೈѺԋೈҊǴуНഢҔǶ!

2.ᝈ≀ူჁ၀ˈ࿓ᣘ၊Ǆ!

3.עᗙηᐨǴஒॹݨΕǴӆॹΕೈҊ

3.ᆘ῞ẍˈᝈጞᔯཋˈၼᔯཋ၀

ݺዕࡕрǶ!

ጰẋᐋᠦǄ!

4.ҔഭΠݺݨޑพनǴуᡶکᑗǴӆу

4.၊ᣣབፇጞጰ᧔ᓞˈˈၼ

ΕখωݺӳޑᚊೈǴനࡕуጳջ

ཋᕌཿጰႩፇ≀ˈᣞᐋứ፮ᄱ

ёǶ!

ဇǄ!

32. What is this recipe for?
(A) ! Scrambled eggs with green onions
(B) ! Scrambled eggs with bacon
(C) ġ Scrambled eggs with tomatoes
33. Which of the following statements is true?
(A) ! Sauté the tomatoes before the eggs
(B) ! Add water to the eggs after stirring them thoroughly
(C) Season the eggs with sugar and salt before stirring

Questions 34-35

Questions 34-35

ڹѱޑλӞࢂѠऍ१ޑε
ՅǶڹѱ္ԖӚԄӚኬޑऍښλ
ӞǴӵങΤ෯ǵૌلᆭǵݺԯણǵ
ЕҐФѪǶѠԖӭڹѱǴ
നԖӜޑγ݅ڹѱࢂѦ୯ၯ࠼Ѹډ
ϐೀǶӵ݀գाډѠਓၯǴёί
ձᒱၸڹѱޑλӞǶ!
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ቯဧፇཱ႔ᐸဖᓃᔝፇཁཫᘓ
჻Ǆቯဧᯯ႐Ⴚ႐Ṣፇᓃቐཱ
႔ˈႫᣏཚᦥǃᚂᇺᵣǃጰქᙙǃ
࿋၆࿚ဠ᧱᧱ǄဖᢐႣቯဧˈ
ᣞ႒ፇཀྵዻቯဧᐸလᜥᦔᏲီሿ
྆ᡶǄႫዶᄙᓴሿဖᗉᦔˈဇཥ
ᮚᄧᰮቯဧፇཱ႔Ǆġ
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34. Which of the following foods is NOT mentioned in the text?
(A) Stir-fried rice noodles
(B) Red bean soup
(C) Papaya milk
35. Which of the following statements is NOT mentioned above?
(A) Shi Lin Night Market only attracts domestic tourists.
(B) If you go to Taiwan, you should definitely visit a night market.
(C) The night market is a unique feature of Taiwanese culture.

Questions 36-38

Questions 36-38

༜݅ύЎᏢਠਜݤКᖻ೯!ޕ

ዻྃ࿄ᾘᗖᗒጚ࿐ⅱᢥፋġ

ਔ໔ǺΟДΟΜВԐ 9 ᗺԿ 11 ᗺ
ၗǺϩ߃ભ)!6-8 ྃ*ǵύભ)!9-11
ྃ*کଯભ)!12 ྃа*Ƕ!
ዛߎǺಔಃӜёᕇளዛߎ 200
ϡǴಃΒӜ 100 ϡǴಃΟӜ
80 ϡǴಃѤӜᒵ ڗ5 ՏǴ
Տёள 50 ϡǶ!
ൔӜᄒЗВයǺДΜϖВ

ᗊ: ཕ࿊ཕདྷ࿈མ 9 ↰ჵ 11 ↰
ᰍᗧ: ྟ፹ᙣĩ!6-8 ᬹĪǃྃᙣĩ!9-11
ᬹĪᛥᙣĩ!12 ᬹམĪǄ!
ẑᎄ: ᆸᡊᠹཁ႒ဇᝩẑᎄ 200
ྗˈᠹ႒ 100 ྗˈᠹཕ႒
80 ྗˈᠹယ႒ቍ 5 ᄅˈᆸ
ᄅဇᝩ 50 ྗǄ!
ᤊ႒࿈ᥰ:ġ ཁ࿊དྷྌ࿈ġ

38. Which of the following statements is
true?

36. What is this contest for?
(A) Art
(B) Calligraphy

(A) Students are grouped by age.

(C) Writing

(B) The fourth place winner will win
$100.
(C) The deadline for enrolling in the

37. How many students can win a prize

contest is 3/30.

within each group?
(A) Four
(B) Five
(C) Eight
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II. AP Praactice
1 Writin
1.
ng (E-maill Responsse)!
Questio
on 1 of 2: R
Read this e-m
mail from a friend and then
t
type a response.
r

วҹΓ
Γ;Цܴ


ၯཉ:ġ ዪġ


ແҹЬ
Ьᚒ;Ѡࡋ
ࡋଷ

᩷
᩷ၯ≈::ġ ဖᐁ᛭
᛭

Ϟԃ
ԃ ප ଷ  ךा  ډѠ  ࡋଷ ঁ ٿ

ྔႹᥪ᛭ᆐᓴሿဖᐁ᛭ስᔷ

ДǶ᠋
᠋ᇥѠԖ
Ԗࡐӭऍ१
१Ǵব္
္Ԗ

࿊
࿊Ǆ⏁ᶛ ဖᐆ
ᐆႣᓃᔝˈᕢᯯ

ӳӞޑ
ޑλӞګǻ
ǻќѦǴፎ
ፎգᙚ
ᙚ൳

Ⴉ
Ⴉ႔ፇཱ ႔ቡධဒ
ဒလˈἄᄙ
ᄙម∐ᤩ

ኬऍښ
ޑښλӞǶ
ǶᖴᖴǼ

Ṣ
Ṣᓃቐፇ ཱ႔ǄⅪ
ⅪⅪනġ

ᙚ;to
o recommen
nd

ng (Story Narration
n)
2. Writin
Questtion 2 of 2: The four picctures below
w present a story. Imagine you are writing thiss story to a
friend. Narrate
N
the complete
c
stoory as show
wn in the picctures. Give your story a beginningg, a middle,
and an end.
e Please write
w
the stoory on a sepparate sheet of paper or type it dow
wn on a compputer.

ٯ:

3. S
Speaking (Culturall Presenta
ation)
Direction
ns:You will be asked to speak aboutt a culture-reelated topic in
i Chinese. You
Y will havve 4
minutes to prepare your
y presentaation. Then you
y will havve 2 minutess to record yo
ou presentation. Your
presentaation will be scored on yoour ability too speak clearrly and coheerently and your
y ability tto
accurately convey cu
ulture-related informatioon.
n 1: Food is an importannt element off Chinese cuulture. Choosse one particcular kind off Chinese
Question
food (M
Mooncake, Du
umpling, Zoong Zi etc.). In
I your presentation, desscribe this kind
k of food aand its
significaance in Chinese culture.
Referencces :Ƞऍࢪ
ᇟȡ
Mei Zho
ou Chinese textbooks : Level 2-7*.. Level 3-22, 10. Leveel 4-5, 9. Level
L
5-6. L
Level 7-1.
*Level 2-7
2 : Level 2 lesson 7
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III.

Idioms/Frequently Used Phrases (Traditional)

You can listen to idioms, phrases, and questions on your CD.

䈦㾳㵪㳊

müi wèi kü kᐽu

palatable; delicious

䀓䀓㳥㻪

niàn niàn bú wàng

to keep in mind constantly

䯀澹牟䯀

shᐾ bù shèng shᐾ

countless; too numerous to count

㳎兤㶁㹞

dà jĆng shĆ sè

to turn pale with fright

䋧䒽䃺䠆

jiÞ cháng biàn fàn

homemade food

䊂㾳䮭䭐

xiÞng wèi pŉ bí

the overwhelming fragrance

䇆䇆㸯㾳

jĆn jĆn yᐽu wèi

(to eat) with good relish

!
1. ޑۄۄ````````````````ǴӳӞཱུΑǴεৎӞள
````````````````Ƕ!!
2. ޑۄۄၰࡐӳӞǴനᡣࣆࢂޑ````````````````ךᙵរǴ!
གྷډ൩ࢬαНǶ!!
3. עۄۄӳޑᐨሪᆄрٰǴࢂ````````````````ǴԴᇻᆪளډǶ!!
4. ॺךৎதӞሩηǴӞሩηԋΑ````````````````ޑॺךǶ!!
5. ѠޑλӞᅿᜪࡐӭǴ݅݅ᕴᕴǴࢂ````````````````Ƕ!!
6. ٗঁٿԴѦၯ࠼࣮ΑᕅޑൂǴ````````````````ǴᖍՅวқǴᙯᓐ
൩າǶ!!
!
!
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III.

Idioms/Frequently Used Phrases (Simplified)

You can listen to idioms, phrases, and questions on your CD.

ᓃቐဇཧġ

müi wèi kü kᐽu

palatable; delicious

ኰኰྂᆇġ

niàn niàn bú wàng

to keep in mind constantly

ṝྂᣥṝġ

shᐾ bù shèng shᐾ

countless; too numerous to count

ཫ␁သ჻ġ

dà jĆng shĆ sè

to turn pale with fright

ᖄ᎗᪣ġ

jiÞ cháng biàn fàn

homemade food

ᔟቐṊᷭġ

xiÞng wèi pŉ bí

the overwhelming fragrance

ᑣᑣቐġ

jĆn jĆn yᐽu wèi

(to eat) with good relish

!
1. ቺቺᛰፇᨲ````````````````ˈႩ႔ᬫཇˈཫᖄᢵ႔ᝩ
````````````````Ǆġ ġ
2. ቺቺᛰፇᆸཁᰦᨲᢵᐆႩ႔ˈᣞ␙ᆐ````````````````ፇᐸᑼ∫⍐ˈ
ཁሿᑢཧ࿓Ǆ!!
3. ቺቺᆘᘎႩፇ῞ᷠᴺሦˈᘵᐸ````````````````ˈცᶱᢵᵠᝩሿǄġ ġ
4. ᆐᔰᖄᮬ႔ᷟˈ႔ᷟჁཇᆐᔰፇ````````````````Ǆġ ġ
5. ဖፇཱ႔ᴵ⋠ᐆႣˈዻዻKKˈᘵᐸ````````````````Ǆġ ġ
6. ልስᔷცလᦔᏲᒤཇམፇᨲˈ````````````````ˈ⅃჻ၑˈ∥₆
ᩨǄ!!

!
!
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IV.

Vocabulary/Phrase Review!

Please translate the following words/phrases into Chinese.

/HVVRQ (based on the text book p.10) 
English!

Chinese!

English!

Chinese!

to receive (guests),
entertain, or take care of
guests and visitors; to

waiter/ waitress

play host to
to greet somebody by
words or action

fried spring roll

nutritious

sliced white pork

drinking soy milk

ginseng chicken

baked flat bread coated
with sesame seeds
preserved vegetables

tomato
country style (stinky)
Tofu

marinated eggs

hot and sour soup

salted egg

fish ball soup

a small eatery; snack bar
with a smile on one’s
face
friendly

!
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